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Handel’s Solomon: an oratorio for his times – and for ours?  
Handel’s audiences would readily have associated his Solomon with their own king.  
The famously wise and rich king of Israel had since medieval times been an archetype 
for artists wishing to glorify their rulers. Preaching at George II’s coronation, Bishop 
Potter had taken his text from the Queen of Sheba’s admiring praise of Solomon, and the 
high priest of the oratorio, Zadok, is the ‘Zadok the priest’ who ‘anointed Solomon king’ 
in  Handel's favourite coronation anthem.  

All Handel’s twelve previous Israelite oratorios had shown a threatened nation 
struggling for survival. Solomon is different.  

In 1749 England was emerging from a long, messy, unproductive overseas war, and 
recovering from a rebellion at home. The lines ‘No more shall armed Bands our Hopes 
destroy, / Peace waves her wing and pours forth ev’ry Joy’ clearly welcomes the peace of 
Aix-la-Chapelle, which was being negotiated while Handel was writing Solomon. 
Unusually peaceful compared with other periods of Israelite history, Solomon’s reign 
was a perfect metaphor for the age of stability and prosperity to which Britons looked 
forward.  

The libretto draws on the Old Testament books of I Kings, I Chronicles and the Song of 
Solomon, and on Flavius Josephus’ Antiquities of the Jews. A recent discovery published 
by Andrew Pink identifies the author as the literary stockbroker Moses Mendes (1690(?)-
1758). An aficionado of the London theatre scene and friend of Garrick, Mendes wrote 
successful librettos for Drury Lane afterpieces; The Chaplet, a witty ‘new pastoral 
Masque’ set by William Boyce,  first performed nine months after the premiere of 
Solomon, remained in repertory till the 1780s.  

But Mendes was also an enthusiast for high-art music, subscribing to five of Handel’s 
published works in the late 1730s. His appreciation of Handel’s music is evident in the 
splendid opportunities his sequence of episodes gave Handel to display his 
compositional skills.  

************ 

Solomon is Handel’s richest score. As well as five soloists and a chorus frequently 
divided into two choirs, he mustered an orchestra of strings, woodwind, brass, drums, 
continuo and organ sufficient to alternate full (ripieno) and reduced (concertino) playing, 
minutely specified with his usual concern for balance and detailed aural effect. With 
boundless motivic and textural variety, he ranges from the most jubilant, massive, 
intricate and spacious to the most intimate, tender, reflective and seemingly artless. The 
aptness and inventiveness of his choral and orchestral writing is especially compelling.   

The expansiveness of the opening scene is partly explained by the fact that Mendes was 
not only Jewish but a freemason, for, as builder of the Temple, Solomon is the adopted 
founding father of freemasonry. While each of the three Temple choruses partakes of 
qualities attributed to the music of the First Temple by eighteenth-century defenders of 
cathedral anthems, Handel makes each distinctive and varied within itself. He evokes 
the community’s response to the divine presence in ‘old style’, often chromatic, slow-
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moving choral textures imbued with numinous mystery of the ‘Ancient of Days’, while 
delightfully employing his uncanny ability to give music spatial qualities for the 
airborne spread of God’s praise to ’distant nations’. 

Strikingly different is the choral acclamation of Solomon himself at the start of Part II. 
Handel saved the first sound of his trumpets and drums for an anthem that bids to 
outdo his actual coronation anthems of two decades earlier. Strengthening the 
connection, his drums were the military campaign kettledrums, which he hired from the 
Tower of London. Between the two episodes of public ceremonial comes the complete 
contrast of a love scene and a bewitching pastoral lullaby, the murmuring chorus set off 
by two nightingale-flutes while upper string susurrations fan the sleeping lovers. 

Handel’s audiences loved his ‘sublime’ style, and his vivid evocations of the natural 
world. The judgement of Solomon, centrally placed, provided for the other most 
admired aspect of his genius, ‘to trace with art’ (as the king says) ’the secret dictates of 
the human heart’, and Handel delivers a distillation of conflicting passions, poignant 
appeal, and an ensemble without parallel: the harvest of his decades of opera character-
writing.  

The choral sequence that entertains the Queen of Sheba is the climactic opportunity for 
Handel to display the power of music, enabling him to depict extreme situations and 
emotions without even the confines of a narrative. Mendes obligingly provides for 
instances of Handel’s signature evocative genius that the libretto has otherwise lacked: 
furious battle (with cavalry), despairing love and death, a turbulent seascape. 

************ 

The connecting thread of all the oratorio’s episodes is good governance by a good ruler. 

Alliances with strong neighbours; investment in civic infrastructure through a state-
funded construction programme; national piety fostered through a mutually supportive 
relationship of Church and Crown; impartiality in the administration of justice; overseas 
trade and a state-funded programme for the arts: all these aspects of the happy and 
successful nation state could be achieved through government by committee.  

But in Solomon these good practices are directed by an astute ruler, modest and pious yet 
with a commanding personality, strengthening his dynasty, establishing a magnificent 
court, and not only knowledgeable, wise and just, but vigorous, penetrating and 
charismatic – getting the Temple built in an astonishingly short time, playing 
imaginatively on the feelings of the rival mothers, entrancing a visiting head of state 
and, as a lover fully in tune with nature, so irresistible that in his company his Egyptian 
queen would willingly brave ‘th’unshelter’d moor’.  

The contemporary concern that peacetime trade generates surplus wealth, which 
encourages materialism, greed and decadence, is given an answer which the cultivated 
oratorio audience must have approved: reinvestment in the arts. Spending on the arts, 
specifically music, is just what Handel wanted from his king, and the musical 
entertainment which so impresses the Queen of Sheba may be graceful 
acknowledgement of court patronage. But artistic patronage is also politically 
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responsible. Handel himself gave Solomon’s artistic interest its public, civic emphasis: 
initially the masque was planned to entertain Solomon’s bride, not a visiting head of 
state. 

Mendes’ sources yield a heady, exotic wealth of individual gems, minerals, trees, herbs, 
flowers, birdsongs, spices and scents. But at the same time Solomon is an English 
pastoral, offering an idyllic picture of the English countryside. Locating the oratorio in 
an Arcadian version of the audience’s own landscape gives an entirely positive life to 
the connection which the libretto makes between nature’s riches and Solomon’s 
magnificence. The fecund world is not damaged by commerce and infrastructure, rather, 
in a very eighteenth-century view of the global economy, nature works in supportive 
harmony with human effort, and the king himself is a conscientious environmentalist 
(‘How green our fertile pastures look’).  

************ 

But eighteenth-century Britons habitually drew parallels between themselves and the 
chosen people of the Bible which were self-critical as well as self-congratulatory. In 
comparing the king and kingdom of Solomon with their own, Handel’s audience would 
have recognised uncomfortable facts. 

George II’s coronation sermon had used the figure of divinely appointed Solomon to 
justify the awkward circumstance that the Hanoverians were not direct successors to the 
British throne. The tableaux and events of the oratorio are designed to show that God’s 
choice was ratified by the king’s reign. Up to a point – the point at which the oratorio 
ends. Mendes’ sources go on to relate that the aging Solomon had 700 wives and 300 
concubines, foreigners who persuaded him to fund their pagan religions, build heathen 
temples for them, and worship in them himself. The oratorio’s tactful silence here did 
not mean that Handel’s audiences were unaware, on the contrary, Solomon’s flagrant 
womanising had been used to lampoon George II, in a widely circulated print  depicting 
him in the lap of his Hanoverian mistress which was captioned ‘Solomon in his glory’.  

Solomon formed alliances with strong neighbours, but Britain’s allies, the war had 
proved, were dismally weak. Solomon eliminated his rivals for the throne, but the 
Jacobite rebellion in 1745-6 had left the Stuart claimants to the British throne alive, and 
under foreign protection. Solomon’s Temple and palace were built by foreign slaves and 
with foreign imports, which the king had to pay for with territory. The British had, 
humiliatingly, paid foreign troops to fight for them in the war.  

The oratorio suggests that peace fosters trade, but the reality for the audience was that 
trade provoked war, and the Peace of Aix-la-Chapelle which the oratorio celebrates 
failed to secure the trading advantages for which Britain had gone to war in the first 
place. Even government supporters were disillusioned, one writing that ‘we are now 
forty Millions poorer, than when we began the War, and have lost our Reputation by the 
present Treaty’. 

The concert for the Queen of Sheba may be a personal gesture of acknowledgement  
from Handel to his royal patron, but under George II royal patronage of the arts was 
intermittent and limited to music. Government funding was non-existent; the call for a 
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National Theatre made by Handel’s friend Aaron Hill went unanswered for another two 
and a half centuries.  

Solomon was a native-born, truly princely, personally magnetic ruler who united his 
Israelite people and put them before all other concerns. George II was foreign, favoured 
his German electorate over his British kingdom, was uninterested in his British subjects, 
behaved boorishly at court and totally lacked charisma. Solomon and the Queen of 
Sheba appreciate their people’s ‘Praise unbought by Price or Fear’, but ‘corruption’ and 
‘slavery’ were the opposition’s persistent cries against the mid-century English 
government. 

Handel’s music pitches his oratorio above shabby realities and evokes a golden age. As 
he perhaps indicated in casting the role of Solomon for a female mezzo, his king is the 
ideal of a ruler, on the model of Lord Bolingbroke’s The Idea of a Patriot King, published 
in the year of Solomon’s premiere. ‘Thrice happy king, to have achiev’d / What scarce 
henceforth will be believ’d’: as so often in Handel’s oratorios, and as much for the 
modern listener as for the original audiences, there is a poignant gap between the 
glorious impression which the artist creates and the circumstances of real life. 

 

 


